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Foreword 

The Irish Astronomical Society was founded in 
1937. It caters for those of all ages and interests in 
astronomy and space.  

 

You don’t have to be an expert to be part of 
our society. Many of our members are taking their 
first steps in the hobby and you are sure to receive 
friendly advice from some of the more experienced 
amateur astronomers among us. 

 

Activities include monthly meetings, receiving 
our bi-monthly newsletter Orbit, observing groups, 
e-mail alert notices of transient astronomical phe-
nomena such as aurora, and outings to places of 
astronomical interest.  

 
Members have joined expeditions to observe 

several total solar eclipses world wide. Also note, 
Sky-High is a free benefit of IAS membership. 

The Society also has a well stocked library of 
books, journals and videos that members can bor-
row as well as access to a number of telescopes 
that can be loaned for a period.  

 

A number of IAS members have made their own 
telescope, while others possess telescopes ranging 
in size to well above 50 cm aperture. Many are now 
experimenting with the latest technologies to hit 
the amateur community such as CCD cameras.  

 

If you are considering purchasing a telescope 
then we’ll point you in the right direction before 
you take the plunge and part with your hard-
earned cash.  

 
The Dublin Sidewalk Astronomers hold public 

star parties at regular intervals, usually in 
Sandymount, Dublin (see IAS website for details).  

 

The Irish Astronomical Society 

We send greetings to all fellow astronomers and 
welcome them to this, the nineteenth edition of 
our annual almanac for Irish Observers Sky-High. 

 
We thank the following contributors  for their 

articles: Patricia Carroll and James O’Connor. The 
remaining material was written by the editors John 
O’Neill and Liam Smyth. The Gallery has images by 
Society members. The times of sunrise etc. are 
from SUNRISE by J.O’Neill.  

 
 We are always glad to hear what you liked, or 

what you would like to have included in Sky-High. 
If we have slipped up on any matter of fact, let us 
know. We can put a correction in future issues. 
And if you have any problem with understanding 
the contents or would like more information on 
any topic, feel free to contact us at the Society e-
mail address irishastrosoc@gmail.com. Any updates 
or errata for Sky-High will be posted at the Sky-
High 2011 web page (see page 27). 

 
Up-to-date news of IAS activities and links to 

sites of interest on the internet can be found at 
www.irishastrosoc.org 

 
Wishing you clear skies for 2011, 
John O’Neill and Liam Smyth 
 
Sky-High 2011 © IAS, 2010 
 
First printed Dec 2010, this 2nd printing Feb 2011. 
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 As with any hobby, astronomy seems to have 
its own set of terminology designed to confuse. 
However, with a little patience you'll soon pick up 
the jargon and be well on the way to knowing your 
way around the sky. 

 

The revolving heavens 
We all know the Heavens don't revolve, it is the 

other way round, the Earth rotates on its axis. But 
it looks otherwise and it is easier to describe things 
as we see them for our immediate purpose. The 
fact that the Earth turns on its axis about every 24 
hours causes the Sun to rise in the east and set in 
the west, and it is due south at noon. A similar 
situation applies to all the other heavenly bodies 
except that since they appear to move relative to 
the Sun they are not south every day at noon. 

 
The stars appear to drift west in such a way 

that any particular star is due south four minutes 
earlier each day or night. If you multiply four min-
utes by 365 you get something close to 24 hours. 
So if a star is south at eight o'clock tonight, it will 
be south four minutes earlier tomorrow, and two 
hours earlier in a month. In six months it will be 
south at about eight in the morning. In a year it 
will again be south at eight in the evening. It fol-
lows that we see different constellations in differ-
ent seasons, but over a year, we see all that por-
tion of the heavens that can be seen from Ireland. 

 
Star maps 
You will need at least one star map. This could 

be a set of monthly charts such as are included in 
many books on astronomy. A Planisphere is very 
useful. They come in various sizes at equivalent 
cost. It allows you to show the constellations visi-
ble at any time of the night, any time in the year. 

 

You could get away with using the monthly 
charts published in newspapers but there are a 
couple of drawbacks. Each chart is correct for only 
one time on a given night, say 10 p.m. If you are 
observing two hours later you would need the fol-
lowing month's chart. These charts also show the 
planets visible for a particular month, so they can 
be confusing unless you tippex them out. When 
learning the constellations check first from the 
monthly notes if there is a bright planet in the 
area. 

 
Once you can find the constellations you will 

enjoy learning more about them. 
  

A useful guide is the Collins Pocket Guide Stars 
& Planets (now in its 4th edition) which has constel-
lation charts as well as all-sky charts, along with 
sections on the stars and planets.   

For more detailed studies, especially with bin-
oculars or a small telescope you will need a more 
detailed map showing all stars to at least sixth 
magnitude. A recent entry is the Pocket Star Atlas 
published by Sky Publishing (for about €15). This 
shows stars to magnitude 7.6 and the positions of 
many deep sky objects.   

 
An idea of size or scale 
If you have seen a picture of a total eclipse of 

the Sun you will have noticed that the black disk of 
the Moon just about covers the bright disk of The 
Sun. If you were to suspend a one Euro coin about 
two and a half metres in front of your eye, it 
would just about cover the Moon's disk. 

 
The Sun is nearly 1.4 million km in diameter, 

the Moon is 3476 km and the one Euro coin is just 
over two centimetres in size. Yet they appear 
nearly equal. This is because they all seem to take 
up the same amount of the space in front of our 
eyes. We may say they have the same angular di-
ameter. In this case it is about half a degree (½°). 

 
Degrees are further divided into 60 arcminutes 

(60') with each arcminute made up of 60 arc-
seconds (60"). The scale allows us to measure an-
gles in the sky or apparent size of a celestial ob-
ject. For example, the Full Moon measures an aver-
age of half a degree, or 30 arcminutes, in diame-
ter. 

 
Your closed fist held at arms length is about ten 

degrees (10°). Your stretched out hand, i.e. from 
the tip of your thumb to the tip of your little fin-
ger, is about twenty degrees. Between four and 
five outstretched hands or twice as many closed 
fists will take you from the horizon to zenith. If 
you know the Plough you will find that its overall 
length is rather more than one outstretched hand - 
it is almost 25 degrees. 

 
Some familiarity with angular measure is neces-

sary to find your way easily about the sky. 
 
Positioning in the sky 
Starting at any landmark and going right around 

the horizon is three hundred and sixty degrees. The 
azimuth of an object is a measure of its position 
relative to the horizon as measured from true 
north which starts at 0° with due east being 90° 
and so on. Going from a point on the horizon 
straight up to the point overhead - the zenith - is 
ninety degrees and a measure of altitude. 

Astronomers use a kind of celestial longitude 
and latitude called right ascension and declina-
tion to accurately plot the position of an object in 
the sky.  

Your Night Sky Primer 
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The basis for this system is the equator and the 
poles. 

 
Right ascension is expressed in hours (h), min-

utes (m) and seconds (s) running eastward from 0 
to 24 hours around the equator. The zero point of 
right ascension is taken as the vernal equinox - the 
point where the Sun crosses the celestial equator, 
moving from south to north, in its course around 
the sky. 

 
An object's declination is written in terms of 

how many degrees, minutes, and seconds north (+) 
or south (-) of the celestial equator it is. 

 

Planetary data 
The Earth is the third planet of the Solar Sys-

tem. Mercury and Venus are closer to the Sun 
while Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and 
Pluto are further out. The major planets are al-
ways to be found in the zodiac - a band centred 
on the ecliptic. The ecliptic is the sun’s path on 
the celestial sphere. Mercury and Venus seem to 
swing from one side of the Sun to the other but as 
viewed from Earth they never get further away 
than the positions known as greatest elongation. 
The other planets can be anywhere in the zodiacal 
band. 

 

The moment when Mercury or Venus are di-
rectly between the Earth and the Sun is known as 
inferior conjunction. They are at superior con-
junction when they pass on the far side of the 
Sun. Obviously, the other planets outside our orbit 
can only pass through superior conjunction. 

 
When outer planets are in opposition they are 

opposite the Sun to us and are on the celestial 
meridian (the southern part – from Ireland) at mid-
night. 

 
The celestial meridian is an imaginary line that 

starts at the north point of the horizon, rises di-
rectly through the North Celestial Pole (NCP) to 
the zenith and then continues on down to the 
southern point of the horizon. The NCP is less than 
one degree from Polaris, the Pole Star. 

 
Venus and Mercury show phases like the Moon. 

Mars can look gibbous, i.e. not quite full. Jupiter 
can show very slightly less than full at quadrature 
in amateur telescopes. 

 
The outer planets exhibit a phenomenon known 

as retrograding. A consequence of them lying fur-
ther from the Sun than us is that they orbit more 
slowly than the Earth. Therefore, at opposition, 
the Earth overtakes an outer planet causing its ap-
parent movement against the stars to grind to a 

halt, move back to the right, halt, and then re-
sume direct motion once again. 

 
A note on time 
Times throughout Sky-High are given, unless 

noted otherwise, in Universal Time (UT). This is 
the 24-hour system starting at mean midnight as 
measured at Greenwich. It is the same as Green-
wich Mean Time GMT. UT is the same as Irish civil 
time, except when Summer Time is in use. To 
translate UT into Summer Time just add one hour. 

 
Star magnitudes 
The magnitude of a star refers to its brightness, 

not to its size. The scale of magnitudes is a loga-
rithmic one. A difference of one magnitude is a 
difference of 2.512 times in brightness. A differ-
ence of five magnitudes is a difference of 100 
times in brightness. The lower the magnitude num-
ber, the greater the brightness. 

 
The stars in the Plough range from about magni-

tude 2 to magnitude 3½. The faintest stars you can 
see with the naked eye on a really dark, moonless 
night, away from city lights, are magnitude 6 or 
slightly fainter. Binoculars show stars about two 
magnitudes fainter, while the most powerful tele-
scopes in the world are able to show magnitudes 
about 20. Modern imaging techniques on such tele-
scopes can reach below 25. The apparent bright-
ness of a star depends on its true brightness and its 
distance. The term magnitude if not qualified, re-
fers to apparent brightness. 

 
The term absolute magnitude is the magnitude 

a star would show if it lay at a standard distance of 
10 parsecs (the parsec is defined below).  

 
Location 
The times for certain events, such as occulta-

tions, apply for Dublin. For other parts of the coun-
try, you need to look a few minutes early. 

 
Distance 
The Astronomical Unit (AU) is a unit of distance 

of just under 150,000,000 km (the mean distance 
of the Earth from the Sun). It is convenient for so-
lar system measurements. 

 
For stellar measurement, the light-year is used. 

It is the distance light travels in a vacuum in one 
year. It is about 63,000 AU.  

 
A parsec is the distance a star must lie at to ex-

hibit a parallax of one arc-second; it is equivalent 
to about 3.26 light years. Or another way of put-
ting it, is that the parsec is the distance at which 
the radius of the Earth's orbit (1 AU) would subtend 
an angle of one second of arc.  
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Sky Diary 2011 

3/4 Quadrantid meteors at maximum (0 hrs). Moon-
light not interfering. 

3 Earth at perihelion, 0.98 AU. 

3 Shadow transit of Io starts at 19:10 UT, joining 
the shadow of Ganymede which is already on the 
disc of Jupiter.  

4 Partial solar eclipse at sunrise, see page 12 for 
details. 

4 Uranus (mag 5.9) lies ½° N and slightly W of 
Jupiter (mag –2.3). 

4 Saturn’s moon Iapetus at western elongation. 

5 37 Fides (mag 10.6) passes on the northern  
outskirts of M45, the Pleiades star cluster. 

8 Venus at greatest elongation (in Libra), 47° W in 
the morning sky. 

9 Mercury at greatest elongation, 23° W in the 
morning sky. 

14 Zeta Arietis (mag 4.9) occulted by the waxing gib-
bous moon; disappearance at 23:02 UT.  

15 Tau1 Arietis (mag 5.4) occulted by the waxing gib-
bous moon; disappearance at 02:13  UT.  

17 1 Geminorum (mag 4.2) occulted by the nearly 
full moon; disappearance at 20:28 UT.  

18 Eta Geminorum (mag 3.3) occulted by the nearly 
moon; disappearance at 02:08 UT.  

18 Lunar (north edge; full moon) grazing occultation 
of Mu Geminorum (mag 2.9) at about 05:47 UT. 
The northern limit passes from the Cliffs of  
Moher, Co Clare to Youghal, Co Cork. 

24 7 Iris at opposition in Cancer, mag 7.9. 

31 42 Isis (mag 11.8) passes ½° N of Pollux in  
Gemini. 

1 Crescent moon lies 12° below and slightly left of 
Venus (mag 4.5) before dawn. 

30 Crescent moon lies 5° below Venus (mag -4.3) 
during dawn. 

20 Saturn’s satellite Iapetus (mag 10.8) lies about ¼’ 
W of a 8.2 mag star,  3.4’ NW of Saturn. 

January 

February 
3 Saturn’s moon Titan at eastern elongation. 

4 Mars at conjunction. 

9 Vesta (mag 7.8) passes less than ½° N of Venus 
(mag –4.2), but low in the dawn sky. 

9 Saturn’s moon Titan at eastern elongation. 

12 44 Nysa at opposition in Leo, mag 9.0. 

March 
1 Venus (mag –4.1) lies 2° to the right of the 

crescent moon low in dawn sky. They are 6° high in 
the sky 35 minutes before sunrise. 

9 Mars at perihelion, 1.38 AU. 

11 Upsilon Tauri (mag 4.3) occulted by the nearly first 
quarter moon; disappearance at 23:04 UT. 

11 72 Tauri (mag 5.5) occulted by the nearly first 
quarter moon; disappearance at 23:44 UT. 

12 3 Juno at opposition in Leo, mag 8.9. Now lies 1.2° 
N of 4.9 mag star Tau Leonis. 

13 Saturn’s moon Titan at eastern elongation. 

13 Eta Geminorum (mag 3.3) occulted by the first 
quarter moon; disappearance at 21:04 UT. 

14 20 Massalia at opposition on the borders of  Leo and 
Virgo, mag 8.8. 

15 Mercury (mag –1.0) lies 2° N of Jupiter (mag –2.1), 
they are well displayed in the evening dusk. 

17 Jupiter at perihelion, 5.90 AU. 

17 136472 Makemake at opposition in Coma Berenices, 
mag 16.9. It is now 50.2 AU from the sun. Apart 
from Pluto, this is the brightest Trans-Neptunian 
Object. 

19 Moon at nearest perigee (356,600 km) of the year. 

19 Nearest full moon of the year (356,600 km). 

21 Uranus at conjunction. 

20 Vernal (or Spring) Equinox at 23:21 UT.  

22 Mercury at greatest elongation, 19° E  in the even-
ing sky. 

24 Saturn’s moon Iapetus at western elongation. 

27 Irish Summer Time starts at 1 hr civil time (01.00 
UT), clocks go forward one hour. 

29 Saturn’s moon Titan at eastern elongation. 

11 The first quarter moon lies 2° south of M45, the 
Pleiades star cluster, in the evening sky. 

12/13 Lunar (north edge; waxing gibbous) grazing occul-
tation of HIP 22128 (mag 6.3) at about 00:11 UT. 
The northern limit passes from the Louisburgh, Co 
Mayo to Blackwater, Co Wexford. 

16 81 Geminorum (mag 4.9) occulted by the nearly 
full moon; disappearance at 01:25 UT 

17 Neptune at conjunction. 

19 87 Leonis (mag 4.7) occulted by the just-after full 
moon; reappearance at 23:48 UT 

25 Mercury at superior conjunction. 

25 Saturn’s moon Titan at eastern elongation. 
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April 

June 

July 

6 Mars (mag 1.4) passes about ½° S of the M35 star  
cluster in Gemini, this morning. 

6 Delta Aquarid (north component) meteors at 
maximum. Moon favourable. 

8 4 Vesta at opposition in Capricornus, mag 5.7. 

12/13 Perseid meteors at maximum (4 hrs), but the full 
moon washes all but brightest ones. 

16 Venus at superior conjunction. 

17 Mercury at inferior conjunction. 

6 Eta Aquarid meteors at maximum, moon favour-
able. 

7 Mercury at greatest elongation, 27° W, very poorly 
placed  in morning sky. 

10 10 Hygiea at opposition in Libra, mag 9.1. 

11 Venus, Jupiter and Mercury  group within 2°, but 
the sky is too bright from Ireland. A spectacular 
sight from more southern latitudes, e.g. at the Ca-
naries at 28° north. 

15 Saturn’s moon Titan at eastern elongation. 

15 Nearest lunar perigee of the year (362, 100km), 
moon phase is nearly full. 

17 Asteroid 135 Hertha (mag 11.0) passes ½° N of 
Antares (mag 1.1) in Scorpius. 

31 Saturn’s moon Titan at eastern elongation. 

1 A small partial solar eclipse (mag 0.10) occurs 
over a small area of the Southern Ocean off the 
“north“ coast of Antarctica.  Maximum occurs at 
08:38 UT. Nothing is visible from Ireland.  

4 Earth at aphelion, 1.02 AU. 

5 Neptune (mag 7.9) passes ¼° S of 5.4 mag star 38 
Aquarii. 

18/19 Kappa Aquarii (mag 5.0) occulted by the waning 
gibbous moon; reappearance at 00:10 UT. 

20 Mercury at greatest elongation, 27° E, poorly 
placed in the evening sky. 

25 Lunar (north edge; waxing gibbous) grazing occul-
tation of Tau2 Arietis (mag 5.1) at about 03:44 UT. 
The northern limit barely skims the south east cor-
ner from Tacumshin Lake to Rosslare, Co Wexford. 

29 Delta Aquarid (south component) meteors at maxi-
mum. Moon favourable. 

24 Jupiter (mag –2.4) lies about 4° below and to the 
right of the last quarter moon this morning. 

August 

2 Moon at furthest apogee (406,700 km) of the year. 

3 Saturn at opposition in Virgo, mag 0.4. 

6 Jupiter at conjunction. 

9 Mercury at inferior conjunction. 

13 Saturn’s moon Titan at eastern elongation. 

15 87 Leonis (mag 4.7) occulted by the nearly full  
moon; disappearance at 21:04 UT. 

22/23 Lyrid meteors at maximum (0 hrs). Bright moon 
light interferes during the morning hours. 

24 Easter Sunday. It’s very late this year, only one day 
short of the latest day possible. 

29 Saturn’s moon Titan at eastern elongation. 

17 Spica (mag 1.1) lies 3° N of the full moon this even-
ing. 

1 A partial solar eclipse (mag 0.60) overs arctic re-
gions of N. America and NE Asia. Maximum occurs at 
21:16 UT. Nothing is visible from Ireland as the sun 
will have just set before anything happens. 

6 Saturn (mag 0.8) passes about ¼° S of Gamma  
Virginis (mag 2.7). 

10 Saturn’s moon Iapetus at western elongation. 

12 Mercury at superior conjunction. 

15 Total lunar eclipse in the early evening, low on the 
horizon. See page 12 for details. 

15 Saturn’s moon Titan at eastern elongation. 

May 

18 Earliest sunrise of the year (at Dublin), 03:56 UT. 

21 Summer Solstice at 17:16 UT, the night of 21/22 is 
the shortest of the year. 

25 Latest sunset of the year (at Dublin), 20:57 UT. 

26 Jupiter (mag –2.2) lies about 4° below the cres-
cent moon this morning. 

28 Pluto at opposition in Sagittarius, magnitude 14.2. 
It is now 32.1 AU from the sun.    

28 43 Ariadne at opposition in Sagittarius, mag 9.0. 

20/21 Jupiter (mag –2.6) lies about 8° SW of the last 
quarter moon. 

21/22 The last quarter moon lies 3° south of M45, the  
Pleiades star cluster, about midnight. 

22 Neptune at opposition in Aquarius, mag 7.8. See 
chart on page 11. It then lies 1.7° N of 4.3 mag 
star Iota Aquarii. 
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3 192 Nausikaa at opposition in Aquarius, mag 8.4. 

3 Mercury at greatest elongation, 18° W  in morning 
sky. 

14 Mars (mag 1.4) lies in a line below the twins Castor 
and Pollux, in the morning sky. 

19/20 109 Tauri (mag 5.0) occulted by the last quarter 
moon; reappearance at 00:33 UT. 

22 1 Ceres at opposition on the border of Cetus and 
Aquarius, mag 7.7. 

23 Autumnal Equinox at 09:05 UT. 

26 Uranus at opposition in Pisces, mag 5.7. See chart 
on page 11. 

28 Mercury at superior conjunction. 

28 Comet 45P/Honda-Mrkos-Pajdusakova at perihelion, 
0.53 AU. 

16 Jupiter (mag –2.8) lies about 5° to the below right 
of the waning gibbous moon this evening. 

1 Mars (mag 1.3) passes over M44, the Beehive star 
cluster, about this date. 

8 Draconid meteors at maximum, could be strong. 
See page 14 for details. 

8 Kappa Aquarii (mag 5.0) occulted by the nearly full 
moon; reappearance at 20:50 UT.  

9 Kappa Piscium (mag 4.9) occulted by the nearly full 
moon; disappearance at 23:17 UT.  

12 Furthest full moon of the year (406,400 km). 

13 Saturn at solar conjunction. 

13 Jupiter (mag –2.9) lies about 4° below right of the 
full moon this evening. 

15 136199 Eris at opposition in Cetus, where the mag-
nitude is extremely faint at 18.7. It is now 96.6 AU 
from the sun.  

16 56 Tauri (mag 5.3) occulted by the waning gibbous 
moon; reappearance at 05:29 UT.  

21/22 Orionid meteors at maximum. Crescent moon after 
1 hrs. 

24 87 Leonis (mag 4.7) occulted by the waning cres-
cent moon; reappearance at 06:15 UT.  

24 1036 Ganymed at opposition in Aries, mag 8.4. 

29 Jupiter at opposition in Aries, mag –2.9. 

30 Irish Summer Time ends at 2 hrs civil time (01.00 
UT), clocks go back one hour. 

October 

November 

9 Asteroid 2005 YU55 passes under one lunar distance 
from the Earth, best seen this evening (mag 12). 

9 Jupiter (mag –2.9) lies about 4° south of the waxing 
full moon this evening. 

10 Mars (mag 1.0) passes 1½° N of Regulus (mag 1.4) in 
Leo. Notice the colour contrast. 

14 Mercury at greatest elongation, 23° E . 

16 74 Geminorum (mag 5.0) occulted by the waning 
gibbous moon; reappearance at 05:11 UT. 

17/18 Leonid meteors at maximum (8 hrs), moon unfa-
vourable. 

24 15 Eunomia at opposition in Perseus, mag 7.9. 

25 A large partial solar eclipse (mag 0.90) occurs in 
Antarctica and the surrounding seas. The maximum 
occurs at 06:20 UT. Nothing visible from Ireland. 

27 Venus (mag –3.9) lies 7° below right of the thin 
crescent moon. Look about 40 minutes after sunset. 

September 

December 
1 Favourable lunar libration (8° on the SE Limb). 

2 Mars at (west) quadrature.  

3 19 Piscium (mag 5.0) occulted by the just-past first 
quarter moon; disappearance at 23:45 UT. 

4 Mercury at inferior conjunction. 

6 Jupiter (mag –2.8) lies about 4° S of the waxing 
gibbous moon this evening. 

9 The full moon lies 3° south of M45, the Pleiades 
star cluster, about 4 hrs. 

10 Total lunar eclipse, but from Ireland we will see 
only the partial phase as the moon rises. See page 
12 for more details. 

13 Earliest sunset of the year (at Dublin), 16:06 UT. 

14 Geminid meteors at maximum (14 hrs), moon unfa-
vourable. 

16 Favourable lunar libration (9° on the NW Limb). 

22 Winter Solstice at 05:30 UT, shortest day of the 
year. 

22 Ursid meteors at maximum, moon favourable. 

22 Mercury (mag –0.3) lies 11° to the left of the cres-
cent moon this morning. 

23 Mercury at greatest elongation, 22° W  in the 
morning sky. 

23 Comet 2009 P1 Garradd at perihelion, 1.55 AU. 

23 12 Victoria (mag 11.0) passes ½° N of Aldebaran in 
Taurus. 

27 Venus (mag –4.0) lies 7° below the crescent moon 
this evening. 

29 Pluto at solar conjunction. 

29 Latest sunrise of the year (at Dublin), 08:40 UT. 

30 Lunar (south edge; waxing crescent) grazing occul-
tation of Kappa Piscium (mag 4.9) at about 21:30 
UT. The southern limit passes from the Achill 
Head, Co Mayo to Millisle, Co Down. 

2 29 Amphitrite at opposition in Aries, mag 8.8. 

3 Favourable lunar libration (9° on the SE Limb). 

5 Taurid meteors (south component) at maximum.  
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Sunrise and Sunset for 2011 

Jan 1 8:40 16:17 7:13 17:45 

Jan 8 8:37 16:26 7:11 17:52 

Jan 15 8:32 16:36 7:08 18:01 

Jan 22 8:24 16:49 7:02 18:11 

Jan 29 8:14 17:02 6:54 18:22 

Feb 5 8:03 17:16 6:44 18:34 

Feb 12 7:50 17:29 6:32 18:46 

Feb 19 7:36 17:43 6:19 18:59 

Feb 26 7:20 17:56 6:04 19:12 

Mar 5 7:04 18:10 5:49 19:25 

Mar 12 6:47 18:23 5:33 19:38 

Mar 19 6:31 18:35 5:15 19:52 

Mar 26 6:14 18:41 4:57 20:05 

Apr 2 5:57 19:01 4:38 20:20 

Apr 9 5:41 19:14 4:19 20:35 

Apr 16 5:24 19:27 4:00 20:51 

Apr 23 5:09 19:39 3:41 21:08 

Apr 30 4:54 19:52 3:21 21:25 

May 7 4:40 20:04 3:02 21:44 

May 14 4:27 20:16 2:42 22:02 

May 21 4:17 20:27 2:23 22:21 

May 28 4:08 20:37 2:06 22:40 

Jun 4 4:02 20:45 1:50 22:58 

Jun 11 3:58 20:52 1:38 23:13 

Jun 18 3:56 20:56 1:31 23:21 

Jun 25 3:58 20:57 1:33 23:22 

Jul 2 4:02 20:55 1:42 23:15 

Jul 9 4:08 20:51 1:56 23:02 

Jul 16 4:16 20:44 2:14 22:46 

Jul 23 4:26 20:35 2:32 22:28 

Jul 30 4:37 20:24 2:51 22:09 

Aug 6 4:49 20:11 3:10 21:50 

Aug 13 5:01 19:58 3:28 21:30 

Aug 20 5:13 19:43 3:45 21:10 

Aug 27 5:25 19:27 4:01 20:50 

Sep 3 5:37 19:11 4:16 20:31 

Sep 10 5:49 18:54 4:30 20:12 

Sep 17 6:01 18:36 4:44 19:53 

Sep 24 6:13 18:19 4:57 19:35 

Oct  1 6:25 18:03 5:11 19:18 

Oct 8 6:38 17:46 5:23 19:01 

Oct 15 6:51 17:30 5:36 18:45 

Oct 22 7:04 17:14 5:48 18:30 

Oct 29 7:17 16:59 6:00 18:16 

Nov 5 7:30 16:46 6:11 18:05 

Nov 12 7:44 16:34 6:23 17:54 

Nov 19 7:56 16:23 6:34 17:46 

Nov 26 8:08 16:15 6:44 17:40 

Dec 3 8:19 16:09 6:53 17:36 

Dec 10 8:28 16:06 7:01 17:34 

Dec 17 8:35 16:06 7:07 17:35 

Dec 24 8:39 16:09 7:11 17:38 

Dec 31 8:40 16:15 7:13 17:43 

Date   Sunrise Sunset     Begin End 

Nautical Twilight 

Date   Sunrise   Sunset   Begin   End 

  Nautical Twilight 

The times (UT) in this table are for Dublin. On the west coast add about 12 minutes. North of Dublin, the days are a lit-
tle longer in summer and shorter in winter and vice versa. The sky is dark enough for most astronomical observing at 
the end of nautical twilight (sun 12° below horizon). The end of civil twilight (sun 6° below horizon) occurs about mid-
way between sunset and the end of nautical twilight. 

Phases  
of  

the  
Moon  
for  

2011 

        NEW     FIRST QUARTER          FULL     LAST QUARTER 
 
      d  h  m         d  h  m        d  h  m         d  h  m 
        
                                                Dec 28  4 19  
Jan   4  9 03   Jan  12 11 31   Jan  19 21 21   Jan 26 12 57    
Feb   3  2 31   Feb  11  7 28   Feb  18  8 36   Feb 24 23 26 
Mar   4 20 46   Mar  12 23 45   Mar  19 18 10   Mar 26 12 07 
Apr   3 14 32   Apr  11 12 05   Apr  18  2 44   Apr 25  2 47   
May   3  6 51   May  10 20 33   May  17 11 09   May 24 18 52   
Jun   1 21 03   Jun   9  2 11   Jun  15 20 14   Jun 23 11 48   
Jul   1  8 54   Jul   8  6 29   Jul  15  6 40   Jul 23  5 02   
Jul  30 18 40   Aug   6 11 08   Aug  13 18 58   Aug 21 21 54   
Aug  29  3 04   Sep   4 17 39   Sep  12  9 27   Sep 20 13 39   
Sep  27 11 09   Oct   4 03 15   Oct  12  2 06   Oct 20 12 46   
Oct  26 19 56   Nov   2 16 38   Nov  10 20 16   Nov 18 15 09   
Nov  25  6 10   Dec   2  9 52   Dec  10 14 36   Dec 18  0 48 
Dec  24 18 06   Jan   1  6 15 
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Mercury, the elusive innermost planet, can be 
seen (given a clear horizon) without too much 
difficulty if you look on the right day and time. 

 
The planet has a good  morning apparition in 
early January. Best visibility occurs around the 6th 
January, the planet’s magnitude is then -0.2. You 
will need binoculars to make out the planet, 40 
minutes before sunrise, 7° high in the SE. 

 
The best evening apparition of the year occurs in 
mid to late March, best visibility occurs around 
the 18th when the planet’s magnitude will be  
–0.7. On that date Mercury lies about 4° above 
the very bright Jupiter (mag –2.1), an excellent 
guide post. The planets will be seen  closest to-
gether two days before at just under 2° separa-
tion.  
  
The graph, below, shows Mercury’s position in the 
sky relative to the horizon at the end of civil twi-
light (when the sun is 6° below the horizon). This 
occurs at about 35 minutes after sunset at this 
time of year. 
 
The best morning apparition will be seen in the 
first half of September. Best visibility occurs 
around September 8th when the planet’s magni-
tude will be –0.8. Look 9° up in the east 35 min-
utes before sunrise. 
 
In the second half of December the planet may 
again be seen in the morning sky. Best visibility 
occurs around the 21st when the planet’s magni-
tude will be –0.3. Look 8° up in the SE about 45 
minutes before sunrise. 

 
Venus appears only early and late in the year. 
As the year opens it is excellently placed in the 
morning sky with greatest elongation occurring on 
8th January. The planet is then 25” in apparent di-
ameter and magnitude –4.3. Can you glimpse the 
Ashen Light (the very faint light) on the dark side 
of the planet?. Thereafter the planet will gradually 
decline in height towards the horizon and during 
March it will sink in towards the sunrise glow. 
 
During the autumn the planet will be very slow to 
appear in the evening sky and it is not until late 
November that it will be well seen low in the SW. 
Towards the end of the year it will be a fine 
“Christmas Star”. Its phase is then 0.84 (a little 
gibbous) and the apparent diameter is 13”, the 
magnitude is –3.9. 
 
Mars does not appear until the second half of the 
year, when it enters the morning sky as an incon-
spicuous  object.  
 
By the end of the year it has only reached 9” 
across and the magnitude is 0.2. The north pole is 
then tilted by 24°. Martian spring will be well ad-
vanced in the northern hemisphere by then. 
 
The next opposition does not occur until March 
2012, the poorest in the current cycle. 
 
For the Asteroids or minor-planets see the article 
on page 15. 

The Planets in 2011 
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Jupiter comes to an excellent opposition on Oc-
tober 29th in Aries at magnitude -2.9. This year it 
is well placed for viewing as it is now well north 
of the  celestial equator. The apparent equato-
rial diameter (49.7”) will be near the maximum 
possible, as the planet was at perihelion in 
March. 
 
A good quality small telescope should show the 
dusky belts, the Great Red Spot (GRS) and Jupi-
ter’s four large (known as the Galilean) moons. 
The intensities of the dark belts varies over the 
years and there have been occasions when an 
entire belt has faded away, as happened to the 
South Equatorial Belt in 2010. Particularly 
favourable transits of the GRS  are tabulated 
below. In recent years the spot has been a pale 
salmon colour.  
 
The moons Io, Europa, Ganymede and Callisto 
periodically pass in front of and behind Jupiter, 
but their shadows on the disc of Jupiter are  
actually easier to see. Also the moons fade as 
they pass into the shadow of the planet.  
 
On nights of good seeing, a small to moderate 
telescope may show even more detail on the 
disc.  
 
Saturn comes to opposition on 4th April in Virgo. 
The magnitude then is 0.4. The apparent diame-
ter of the disc is then 19.3”. 
 
At the beginning of the year the tilt of the rings 
is 10°. They then close slightly to 7° by the sum-
mer before reaching 15° by the end of the year. 
Around opposition is a good time to look for the 
dusky C ring as it crosses the disc of the planet. 
 
Saturn’s largest satellite Titan (mag 8.3) is read-
ily seen in a small telescope. Some of the other 
main satellites may be seen in a moderate/large 
telescope: Rhea (9.7), Tethys (10.2), Iapetus 
(10.5), Dione (10.4), Enceladus (11.7) and Mimas 
(12.9). The opposition magnitudes are quoted. 
Faint and elusive Enceladus and Mimas are more 
difficult as they are close in under the glare of 
Saturn and its rings.  
 
Iapetus is unusual, in that it fades to 12th magni-
tude around eastern elongation, this is due to 
the fact one side of the moon is very dark. It is 
being coated with dust from (a newly discov-
ered) distant ring of the parent planet. See the 
Diary for dates of visible western elongations, 
when the moon reaches 10th magnitude. 

1/2 18:57 

25/26 00:56 

11/12 23:57 

28/29 22:56 

5/6 23:41 
10/11 22:48 
15/16 21:55 
22/23 22:40 
27/28 21:47 

Jan 

Aug 

Sep 

Sep 

Oct 
Oct 
Oct 
Oct 
Oct 

1/2 Nov 20:54 
6/7 Nov 20:01 
25/26 Nov 20:40 
19/20 Dec 20:29 
29/30 Dec 18:46 

Jupiter’s 
Great Red Spot 
transit times 

Uranus comes to opposition on 26th September 
(at magnitude 5.7) in Pisces (SE of the Circlet). 
Uranus is now barely north of the equator. This is 
the first opposition north of the equator since 
1969. Under dark, clear, steady skies might some 
reader glimpse it with the naked-eye? 
 
On nights of good seeing, a small telescope will 
give a view of its small disc, only 3.7” in diame-
ter.  See chart on the opposite page for the path 
of the planet . 
 
What colour do you make the tiny disc of the 
Planet (and Neptune)? Please let us know.  
 
Neptune comes to opposition on 22nd August at 
magnitude 7.8. It lies in Aquarius at declination 
12° south. It then lies about 1.7° N of the 4.3 
magnitude star Iota Aquarii.  
 
The small disc is 2.4” in diameter. So for most 
purposes, it looks just like a star. See chart on 
the opposite page for the path of the planet . 
 
In May, it is one Neptunian year since the planet 
was discovered. This occurred when Galle and 
d’Arrest spotted it on the 23rd September 1846 at 
Berlin Observatory 1½° NW of Iota Aquarii.  
 
Pluto appears as a faint stellar object of magni-
tude 14.0 in Sagittarius when it comes to opposi-
tion on 28th June. It now lies, 19° south of the 
equator, in the dense star field of Sagittarius.  It 
is about midway between Small Sagittarius Star 
Cloud M24 and the open cluster M25. It will be a 
difficult object to find. 
 
Pluto may well have regained its status as the 
largest Trans-Neptunian Object, as data from an 
occultation in 2010 suggest that Eris is slightly 
smaller than Pluto. 

The GRS is assumed to lie 
at longitude 158° (Jovian 
System II), as it was in 
late 2010. The GRS may 
drift in longitude as the 
year goes on, any update 
will be posted on the Sky-
High web page (see page 
27 for the address). 
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The circles are 1° in diameter.  
(charts generated using Guide8) 

Uranus  

Neptune  
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Eclipses in 2011 

Total Lunar Eclipse   15 June 
                                    contact        time          alt. 

 Total phase Ends U3 21:03 0.6 

 Partial Phase Ends U4 22:02 6 

 Penumbral Phase Ends P4 23:01 10 
Partial Solar Eclipse 4th January  
 
The Partial Eclipse of the Sun covers most of 
Europe. The maximum magnitude of 0.86 occurs 
in Sweden at 08:50 UT. From Dublin the eclipse is 
in progress at  sunrise at 08:40 UT. The magni-
tude then is 0.52. 
 
As the sun rises the magnitude lessens and the 
eclipse finally ends at 09:26 UT, when the sun is 
only 4.4° high. Farther west and north in the 
country, the altitude the sun will be lower. 
 
Total Lunar Eclipse 15th June 
 
A total lunar eclipse will be in progress as the 
moon rises (20:47 UT) on the evening of 15th 
June. The altitude of the moon will be about ½°
(in Dublin) when totality ends. The sky will be 
bright, as it is just 7 minutes after sunset. For the 
next hour the partial phase will be seen. 
 
Times in the table, right, are given in UT (h:m). 
The altitude is for Dublin, the moon will be a 
little higher in the west and south of the country.  

 
Right:  
 
The diagram shows the 
path of the moon 
through the shadow of 
the earth in the sky on 
the 15th June. 

The diagram, below, shows the passage of the 
moon through the earth’s shadow. It also shows 
the meaning of the various eclipse contacts, as 
given in the table.  
 
Try some photography, particularly if you have a 
digital camera. Place the camera on a tripod, focus 
on infinity and zoom in. Range through different 
exposures, especially as the moon will be low on 
the horizon. You can either expose for the umbra 
or the penumbra.  
 
Total Lunar Eclipse 10th December 
 
This eclipse is visible over the eastern hemisphere. 
From Ireland as the moon rises the total phase will 
already be over. All that is visible is the last few 
minutes of the partial phase with a dimming on the 
north-east corner of the Moon. 
 
At Dublin moonrise is at 16:04 UT, with the end of 
the partial phase occuring 14 minutes later. 

A quiet year for eclipses. Three eclipses (one 
solar and two lunar) are visible, but they are all 
are very low on the horizon. 
 
The partial solar eclipses of  1st June, 1st July and 
25th November are not visible from Ireland, but 
some notes for them appear in the Diary. 
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Comets in 2011 

45P/Honda-Mrkos-Pajdusakova  
 
This comet is a fine southern hemisphere object 
during the summer, passing close to earth during 
August (just 0.06 AU on 16th August). Perihelion 
occurs on September 28th and about this time it 
appears low in the eastern sky before dawn for 
Irish Observers. The comet is then in Leo and per-
haps of 6th magnitude. It passes 3° south of the 
1st magnitude star Regulus about 24th September.  
By late October the comet will have faded con-
siderably. 
 
This periodic comet was discovered by Honda in 
Japan, and Mrkos and Pajdusakova in Slovakia 
(1948). Its current period is 5.3 years. 
 
C/2009 P1 Garradd  
 
This comet will begin to appear during the sum-
mer for a protracted apparition of more than half 
a year. 
 
It is then well displayed during late summer on its 
approach. It should be a 8th or 9th magnitude ob-
ject as its moves eastwards from Pegasus to  
Sagitta. It passes about ½° N of the 6th magnitude 
globular cluster M15 on 3rd August. On 14th August 
it passes less than 10’ NE of 3.9 magnitude star 
γ Delphini. 

During the autumn the comet is an evening object, 
as its apparent motion slows in Hercules. Its 
position then is shown on the chart, below. 
 
During December the comet will be much lower in 
the evening sky. Perihelion (at 1.55 AU) is on 23rd 
December, the comet will then be perhaps a 7th or 
8th magnitude object.  
 
On the evening of 29th December the comet passes 
within 1’ of the 4th magnitude star λ Herculis. By 
then the comet will be better placed in the morn-
ing sky. Comet Garradd will remain well displayed 
through the spring months of 2012. 
 
This comet was discovered by Gordon Garradd at 
Siding Spring Observatory, Australia in August 2009. 
 
P/Levy (2006 T1)  
 
During December this periodic comet should in-
crease in brightness from 9th to 8th magnitude as it 
tracks south-eastwards across the Square of Pega-
sus as it heads towards perihelion in January 2012. 
On the evening of 2/3rd December it passes within 
10’ N of the 10th magnitude spiral galaxy NGC 7331. 
 
This comet was discovered by David Levy in 
October 2006, at his observatory in Arizona, USA. 
 

Comet 2009 P1 Garradd   
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Meteor Showers in 2011 
The Quadrantids in early January generally 

exhibit a short, sharp maximum and this is pre-
dicted for midnight on the 3/4th this year. 
Moonlight will not be a problem. The Quadran-
tid radiant lies in NE Boötes, this is over 60° 
high before dawn. 

 
The weather should be warmer when  the 

Lyrid meteor shower maximum occurs on April 
22/23rd at midnight. The waning gibbous moon 
interferes in the morning hours. Occasional 
outbursts from the stream have previously been 
noted with the last in 1982.  

 
The η Aquarids maximum occurs on May 6th. 

But even during dawn, the radiant is very near 
the horizon from this country. So despite being 
a fairly rich shower, only a few meteors will be 
seen from Ireland. 

 

The southern component of the δ Aquarid 
stream peaks on July 29th, but never gets above 
20° altitude at best. The northern component 
maximum reaches a better altitude (of nearly 
40°) on August 6th.  

 
The dependable Perseids are predicted to 

peak at about 4 hrs on August 13th, but condi-
tions could not be worse with the full moon 
present. Try blocking the moon and look out 
for the bright meteors. 

Quadrantids    1 –  6 Jan  4 Jan none 80 

Lyrids   16 - 25 Apr 23 Apr Waning gibbous 10 

η Aquarids 24 Apr - 20 May  6 May none 40 

δ Aquarids(S/N) 12 Jul - 19 Aug 29 Jul/ 6 Aug none 20/10 

Perseids 23 Jul - 20 Aug 13 Aug Full Moon 80 

Orionids 16 - 30 Oct 21 Oct Crescent after 1 hrs 25 

Taurids (S) 20 Oct - 30 Nov   5 Nov none after 2 hrs 5 

Leonids 15 - 20 Nov 18 Nov Last quarter moon ~20 

Geminids   7 - 16 Dec 14 Dec Bright moon nearby 100 

Ursids 17 -25 Dec 22 Dec none 10 

Draconids   6 – 10 Oct 8 Oct Waxing gibbous 200+ ? 

Principal Meteor Showers of 2011 
 
   Shower               Activity Period         Date of Maximum      Moon’s interference     ZHR 

The Zenithal Hourly Rate (ZHR) is a measure of the shower’s activity. It assumes a perfectly clear and 
transparent sky, no light pollution, the radiant overhead and no meteors missed – hardly ever achieved. 
The ZHR value given is for the peak time. 

The normally weak Draconids could produce a 
brief, but spectacular shower on the evening of 
October 8th.  The radiant is near the head of 
Draco. Despite a bright moon, it should be well 
worth having a go to see if anything happens. 

 

The Orionids are October’s best known shower 
and are associated with the well-known comet 
1P/Halley. The radiant is a few degrees SW of γ 
Geminorum. Rates tend to be good with many 
swift meteors. A crescent moon later in the night 
will have but little effect. 

 
Leonid rates have generally declined back to 

normal levels following the enhanced activity at 
the start of the century. The peak falls at last 
quarter moon this year.  

 

The Geminids (maximum on the 14th Decem-
ber at 14 hrs) are badly affected by the nearly 
full Moon. The shower remains at maximum for 
over 24 hours and can be considered even richer 
than the Perseids. The meteors are bright, though 
few of them produce persistent trains. 

 
Also in December is the poorly observed Ursids 

which peak this year on the 22/23rd. Elevated 
rates have been noted as recently as 2007 so any 
results will prove valuable. The Ursid radiant is 
close to Kocab (β Ursae Minoris), which is circum-
polar. There will be no moon interfering.  
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7 Iris comes to opposition in Cancer during Janu-
ary. It reaches magnitude 7.9, becoming a  
binocular object. See chart below. 
 
This asteroid was discovered on 13th August 1847 
by J.R. Hind in London. 
 
44 Nysa comes to opposition in early February in 
the constellation Leo at mag 9.0. On 2nd February 
it passes ½° N of the 5.3 mag star Psi Leonis. 
 
3 Juno comes to opposition in mid March at mag 
8.9. It is then in SE Leo. On March 23rd it passes 
less than ½° SW of the 4.0 mag star Sigma Leonis. 
 
20 Massalia comes to opposition in mid March at 
mag 8.8. It is then in Leo on the borders of Virgo. 
On 24th March it passes just 4’ S of 4.9 mag star 
Tau Leonis. Do not confuse the asteroid with an-
other star of 7th magnitude 1.5’ S of tau. 
 
4 Vesta is at opposition in early August in south-
ern Capricornus. Although it reaches magnitude 
5.7, it is unlikely to be glimpsed with the naked-
eye ,  due to its low altitude. On 31st August it 
passes just 10’ S of 4.1 magnitude star Psi Capri-
corni. A clear horizon will be needed for observa-
tion as their declination is only 25° S. 
 
The DAWN probe is due to orbit Vesta in July. 

Asteroids in 2011 
192 Nausikaa is at opposition in early September 
reaching mag 8.4. This is a very favourable perihe-
lic opposition, the asteroid is at the brightest for 
many decades. On 4th October it passes less than 
10’ SW of 5.3 magnitude star Rho Aquarii.  
 
1 Ceres comes to opposition in late September at 
mag 7.7. It is then moving retrograde on the bor-
ders of Cetus and Aquarius. On 10th December it 
passes 20’ NW of the 5.0 mag star Omega1 Aquarii. 
 
At 940 km in diameter, Ceres is the largest known 
asteroid, although the IAU has classified it as a 
Dwarf Planet. 
 
1036 Ganymed at opposition in Aries in late Octo-
ber, reaching mag 8.3. On the morning of 14th Sep-
tember it can be seen just over 10’ NW of gamma 
Cassiopeiae. At about 3 hrs on 31st October it 
passes 1.2° W of Jupiter. Almost a case of 
Ganymed (mag 8.5) meeting Ganymede (mag 4.4)! 
 
29 Amphitrite is at opposition in early November, 
mag 8.8, in Aries. On 29th November it passes 
about ½° N of 5.2 magnitude star Eta Arietis.  
 
15 Eunomia is at a very good opposition in late 
November at mag 7.9 in Perseus. On 3rd December 
it passes about 7’ NW of 4.0 magnitude star Ksi 
Persei. See chart on the next page. 

7 Iris in the winter of 2010/11 
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100 years ago… 

714 Ulula was discovered in May 1911. This year 
it will be best seen in January among the stars of 
Orion. On new years day it will then peak at mag-
nitude 12.3, having been at opposition in Decem-
ber 2010. 
 
It passes just ¼° south of Betelgeuse on the night 
of 10/11th January. The asteroid will then be 
magnitude 12.5. It was discovered by J. Helffrich 
at Heidelberg, Germany. 

30558 Jamesoconnor comes to perihelic opposi-
tion on 12th September. It is then predicted to be 
magnitude 15.9 as it retrogrades in Pisces below 
the Circlet. This is the best opposition for many 
decades to come.  
 
This object was discovered by the LONEOS  
project at Anderson Mesa, Arizona, USA in 2001. 
 
It is named for James O’Connor of the IAS. James 
served in many positions of the IAS and is a keen 
observer. He also wrote the Irish Astronomical 
Society – A History 1937-2006 (see page 27).   

15 Eunomia in Oct to Dec  

Above: James (second from right) receiving the  
presentation. Also in the photo (from left to right) is 
John McConnell, Maire (James wife) and John O’Neill. 
 
(Photo by S.Beck) 

Above: Image of near-earth asteroid (NEA) 2003 UV11 taken on 
29th October 2010 at 21.45 UT, by Liam Smyth. Movement in 10 
seconds shown. The bright star (right) is 8th mag  HIP 109858. 
 
A similar approach of a moderately bright NEA will take place 
on 9th November 2011. This time it is 2005 YU55 (see Diary page 
7 for details). 
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Variable Stars in 2011 
Algol 

 
Algol or β Persei is the most famous Eclipsing 

Variable in the sky. Although it spends most of its 
time at constant light, every 2.8673 days a 
fainter star in the system eclipses a brighter one 
and their combined brightness (which is what you 
always see) drops from magnitude 2.1 to 3.4. 
From being almost as bright as Mirphak or α Per-
sei (mag 1.8) Algol becomes fainter than γ Persei 
(mag 2.9) or δ Persei (mag 3.0). The complete 
eclipse lasts nearly 10 hours. 

 
The dates and times of well placed minima of  
Algol are given in the table below. 

Minima of Algol in 2011 
 

Jan   3 19.7; 21  0.6; 23 21.5 
Feb  12 23.2; 15 20.0 
Mar   5 21.7 
Aug  24  1.8 
Sep  13  3.5; 16  0.3 
Oct   6  2.1;  8 22.9; 29  0.6 
Nov  18  2.3; 20 23.1; 23 19.9 
Dec  11  0.8; 13 21.6; 16 18.4              
 
Included here are just some of the more convenient 
minima. All times are given in days and hours (UT) and 
are geocentric. 

LPV maxima in 2011 
 
Star                            Date           Mean Magnitude Range 
                                 of Max. 
χ Cyg         10 Feb     5.2-13.4 
S Vir         24 Feb     7.0-12.7 
T Cep          3 Mar     6.0-10.3 
U Ori          4 Mar     6.3-12.0 
R Lep         17 Mar     6.8– 9.6 
R Cas         18 May     7.0-12.6  
R Leo         23 May     5.8-10.0 
ο Cet (Mira)  13 Sep     3.4- 9.3 
R Tri         11 Nov     6.2-11.7    
R And         19 Nov     6.9-14.3 
 

The Date of Max. is the predicted date of maximum based on 
AAVSO data as of early 2010. The Mean Magnitude Range is based 
on the mean of the extremes. However, there can be quite a 
difference in dates and magnitudes for any particular cycle and 
that is part of the joy of observing them. 

Finder chart 
of 

 ε Aurigae. It 
lies 3½° SW 
of Capella. 

 
It’s the 

northern 
most member 

of the  
Triangle 

known as the 
‘Kids’. 

Epsilon Aurigae  
 
This star is the eclipsing binary star with the long-
est known period (27.1 years). It is now in the 
latter stages of an eclipse. During the eclipse the 
star falls in magnitude from 2.9 to 3.8. See finder 
chart below which shows Epsilon as the northern 
most star in a small triangle (near Capella) known 
as the ‘Kids’. 

 
The eclipse will last until the spring of 2011, hav-
ing started in August 2009. So now is your last 
chance to observe it until 2038! 

Omicron Ceti and others 
 
This star (also known as Mira) is  well placed in the 
autumn sky when at maximum this year. In 2010 it 
reached magnitude 3.0 at maximum. Mira is a 
Long-Period Variable (LPV). These are pulsating 
Red Giant stars. Their variation is caused by chang-
ing size and temperature.  
 
The table (below) gives predicted dates of maxima 
for Mira and other bright well placed LPV’s.  Chi 
Cygni, when near maximum, will be best placed in 
the morning sky. R Leonis will be getting low in the 
bright summer twilight sky when at maximum. Of 
the others, the maxima of R Tri and R And will be 
particularly well placed in the late autumn. 

Z Ursae Majoris  
 

This is a well placed semi-regular variable star, 
conveniently found in the bowl of the Plough. Like 
LPV’s, semi-regulars are red giant stars. However 
their variation is much less regular. Z UMa shows 
multiple periods prominent around 100 and 200 
days. 
 
This is a red star and for more accurate estimates 
it is better to throw it out of focus. See the com-
parison chart on the next page. 

The AAVSO has their Visual Observers Manual (editor 
Sara J. Beck), which gives much guidance and help on 
how to become a good variable star observer. 
It’s a free PDF download (70 pages; 5.7 MB) at: 
http://www.aavso.org/visual-observing-manual 
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Comparison Chart of Z Ursae Majoris 

The Variable Star is marked with a small dot and circle. Comparison stars are labelled with their mag-
nitude given to one decimal place, with the decimal point omitted (to prevent confusion with star dots). 
‘24’ is Gamma UMa and ‘33’ is Delta UMa. 

 
(chart courtesy of AAVSO) 
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Some Binary Stars  

The components of Zeta Aquarii have now sepa-
rated to 2.2”. They were closest together about 
40 years ago. There is little difference in their 
magnitudes of 4.3 and 4.5.  
 
44 Bootis is now closing with separation at 1.4”. 
By 2020 the separation will be at a minimum 
(0.2”). The magnitudes of the components are 
5.1 and 6.0. The secondary star is itself an eclips-
ing variable with a amplitude of half a magni-
tude. 44 Boo may be found 7° N of β Bootis. 
 
Sirius (α Canis Majoris) is one of the most diffi-
cult double stars in the sky. Not so much on ac-
count of the separation – but because of the tre-
mendous difference (10 magnitudes) in brightness 
of the components. While the primary is the 
brightest star in the (night) sky, the secondary is 
the famed white dwarf – called the ‘Pup’. By 2011 
the separation will have increased to just over 
9”. The period is 50 years. 
 
Castor (α Geminorum) has now widened to 4.7”. 
Closest separation was in 1969 at 1.9”. The pe-
riod is about 467 years. The component are a fine 
sight in high power in a telescope, mags 1.9 and 
3.0. To the naked-eye or binoculars they appear 
as one 1.6 magnitude star.  

Double stars are fine objects in a range of tele-
scopes. Some are just line of sight effects – called 
optical doubles. In other doubles, each star orbits 
about their common centre of gravity – they are 
called binary stars.  Notes on some prominent  
binaries follow. 

The fast moving (period 34 years) binary Zeta Her-
culis has now widened to over 1.1”. It is still a very 
difficult object for a small telescope, considering 
the magnitude difference between the 2.9 and 5.3 
components. Zeta is the SW corner star in the Key-
stone. 
 
70 Ophiuchi has now widened to 6”. Twenty years 
ago it was much more difficult at 1½”. What  
colours do you make them out to be? They are 
mags 4.2 and 6.2. 
 
Iota Trianguli is an fine example of common 
proper motion pair, where relative motion is so 
slow, the binary nature can only be ascertained by 
their motion together across the sky. The colour 
contrast of the 3.8” separated pair is striking. Have 
a look! 
 
Xi Ursae Majoris was under 1” separation in the 
1990s, then it briefly widened to 1.8” in 2001. 
Thereafter it decreased slightly to 1.6” about now. 
It will increase steadily in separation till the end of 
the 21st century. The component magnitudes are 
4.3 and 4.8. See chart (below left) of the apparent 
orbit. In 1827 this was the first binary to have its 
orbit computed, by Savary in France. Earlier, in 
1804 William Herschel announced that the pair 
were physically connected. 
 
Gamma Virginis is no longer the extremely diffi-
cult object it was in 2005. This year the separation 
will be about 1.7”, still quite tight. Both compo-
nents are mag 3.5. See chart (below) of the appar-
ent orbit. Saturn is very near the pair on 6th June. 
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Astronomy Satellites and Space Probes  in 2011 

NASA’s Stardust probe is due to fly by Comet 9P/
Tempel and look for the artificial craters pro-
duced in 2005. In that year another probe Deep 
Impact fired penetrators into the comet. Nearest 
approach will be 200 km on 15th February. 
 
The MESSENGER space craft is due to become the 
first craft to enter orbit about Mercury on March 
18th. The probe has already returned superb im-
ages (see image on back cover) and data from 
three previous fly-bys of the Planet.  The primary 
purpose of these encounters was for the probe to 
lose orbital energy, enabling the probe’s small 
braking rocket to achieve orbit.  
 
The ion propelled probe DAWN is due to enter or-
bit around Vesta in July. Vesta at about 500 km in 
diameter, is the second largest minor planet in 
the main asteroid belt. 
 
The U.S. Juno spacecraft is scheduled for launch 
in August to begin a long five year journey to Ju-
piter. Its mission is to investigate the atmosphere 
and interior of the giant planet from Jovian orbit. 
 
NASA’s GRAIL mission will fly two probes in lunar 
orbit to probe the Moon’s gravity field and hence 
its interior. Launch is set for September. 
 
Russia’s Phobos-Grunt mission is due for launch 
in October. This ambitious mission calls for a  
landing on Mars moon Phobos and returning sam-
ples of it to Earth. 
 
Mars Science Laboratory is due for launch from 
Cape Canaveral on 25th November. It will land a 
large rover on Mars in August 2012. 
 
India’s Astrosat astronomy satellite is due to be 
launched in 2011. It will include UV and X-ray 
instruments.  
 
The last Space Shuttle (STS-134) launch is sched-
uled for 1st April. This takes place 30 years to the 
month after the first shuttle mission. On a scien-
tific note, it will carry the Alpha Magnetic Spec-
trometer to the International Space Station. This 
instrument will detect Cosmic Rays and their 
daughter particles. 
 
Meanwhile the penultimate Shuttle (STS-133) mis-
sion has been postponed to at least February 3rd 
due to cracks in the fuel tank.  

Above: En route to a comet in 2014, ESA’s  
Rosetta probe flew by asteroid 21 Lutetia on 
10th July 2010. At about 130x75 km in diame-
ter, Lutetia is the largest asteroid yet visited 
by a spacecraft. (ESA Image). 

Some highlights of 2010 

In October 2010 the Chinese launched their second 
lunar probe, Chang’e 2. It entered lunar orbit to 
conduct a programme of imaging (with 10m resolu-
tion), in preparation for their next mission – a soft 
lander slated for 2013. 
 
The Japanese Akasuki (also known as Planet C) 
probe failed to enter orbit around Venus in Decem-
ber 2010. With the loss of their Mars probe Nozomi 
(Planet B) in 2003, this is another severe loss to 
their programme. Akasuki will return to vicinity of 
Venus in seven years, it remains to be seen if the 
probe will be able to have another go at orbit in-
sertion. 
 
NASA’s Deep Impact probe flew past comet 103P/
Hartley on 4th November 2010. The probe returned ex-
cellent images and infra-red spectra. 
 
The Japanese Hayabusa probe ejected a capsule 
which landed near Woomera in Australia in June 
2010. By luck some minute samples of asteroid 
25143 Itokawa had found their way into the sealed 
container in the capsule. 
 
Solar Dynamics Observatory was launched on Feb-
ruary 11th 2010 to observe the sun in optical, ultra-
violet and soft X-ray wavelengths. 
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Planetary satellite discoveries of the 17th to the 19th centuries: a selection 
by Patricia Carroll 

In 1609 Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) of Padua 
turned a telescope to the skies for the first time. 
The telescopic sky was completely unknown at 
this time so he was guaranteed to make many 
discoveries. In January 1610 as he was observing 
Jupiter with his telescope, he noticed it was 
accompanied by three “stars”. By watching 
Jupiter over several nights he could see that they 
were moving with Jupiter against the background 
of stars and concluded that they were satellites 
orbiting the planet. This was of huge importance 
at the time as it was the first evidence of any 
object orbiting a body other than the sun or the 
earth. Shortly thereafter he observed a fourth 
satellite. He published these findings (among 
others) in Sidereus Nuncius in the same year, 
calling the satellites the “Medician Planets”. 
Their current names of Io, Europa, Ganymede and 
Callisto were given by Simon Marius (1573-1624) 
of Ansbach, Germany. Marius claimed to have 
observed them about the same time as Galileo 
but only published his findings in 1614, so Galileo 
was given priority. They are collectively known as 
the Galilean satellites in his honour. They are 
visible in steadily held binoculars and have 
magnitudes between 4.6 and 5.6. Apart from 
comets, they were the first solar system objects 
discovered since ancient times.  

In fact, another five satellites would be 
discovered before William Herschel (1738-1822) 
discovered the first new planet, Uranus, in 1781. 
Once it was realised that planets could have 
satellites, a bright satellite in the vicinity of a 
planet is probably easier to find than an equally 
bright planet somewhere in the region of the 
ecliptic. However, it took another 35 years, 
until 1655, before the next planetary satellite 
was discovered. This was when the Dutch 
astronomer Christiaan Huygens (1629-1695) 
discovered Titan from The Hague. While using a 
12 foot (focal length) telescope, he noticed a 
“star” moving with Saturn and orbiting it in the 

plane of the rings . (The true nature of the rings 
wasn’t realised at this stage. Huygens himself 
deduced their nature a few years later).  
 
The next four satellites (all of Saturn) were 
discovered by G. D. Cassini (1625-1712) over a 
period of 13 years in the late 17th century. He 
was the Italian-born director of the Paris Obser-
vatory. From Paris he used aerial telescopes of 
enormous focal length (some exceeding 100 feet) 
to compensate for their poor optics. These often 
had the objective lens situated on a pole or a 
tower with the observer and eyepiece at ground 
level and were exceptionally unwieldy to use (see 
illustration on next page). Iapetus was discovered 
in October 1671; in December of the following 
year he spotted Rhea. Again, they were seen to 
be moving with the planet relative to the stars 
and in the same plane as the rings. 1684 saw the 
discovery of Tethys and Dione. Cassini proposed 
to name the satellites “Astra Lodoicea” in honour 
of King Louis XIV. The names we use today were 
suggested by John Herschel in the 19th century. 
Newton noted that the satellites of Saturn 
obeyed Kepler’s law which related their periods 
to their average distance from the planet. These 
five Saturnian satellites are readily seen in 
moderate telescopes. 
 
William Herschel, the discoverer of Uranus and 
father of John, subsequently discovered two 
satellites of that planet on January 11th 1787, 
Titania and Oberon. In contrast with the previous 
discoveries, these were made with a reflecting 
telescope. In August and September 1789 
Herschel discovered two further satellites of 
Saturn, Mimas and Enceladus. These are difficult 
to observe, even with a modern telescope, due to 
their faintness and closeness to the planet. All of 
the Saturnian satellites were discovered when the 
rings were at a narrow angle to Earth, and the 
rings were almost edge-on to our view when 
Mimas and Enceladus were first seen. 
 
These were also the circumstances for the 
independent discovery on both sides of the 
Atlantic in 1848 of the eighth satellite of Saturn, 
Hyperion. It was discovered at Harvard College 
Observatory, Cambridge, Massachusetts by father 
and son team William (1789-1858) and George P. 
Bond (1825-1865). Only by careful measurement 
that they realised it was a satellite as it moved 
very slowly.  

Galileo’s sketch of the Jovian moons 
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Paris Observatory with Giovanni Cassini’s aerial telescope 

At the same time the wealthy amateur, William 
Lassell (1799-1880) of Liverpool, was looking for 
Iapetus with a 24” reflector which he built 
himself and noticed two “stars” in that position. 
Again, careful measurement confirmed the 
second “star” was not a star but a satellite. He 
proposed the name Hyperion which was accepted 
by the Bonds. 
 
Lassell was a prolific discoverer of planetary 
satellites. On 10th October 1846, only seventeen 
days after the planet Neptune was first observed, 
he discovered a satellite, Triton. Observation of 
the orbit of Triton allowed a value of the mass of 
Neptune to be determined by using Newton’s law 
of gravitation. This was also an important 
consequence of the discovery of other planetary 
satellites. Five years later, in October 1851 
another two satellites of Uranus, Ariel and 
Umbriel were discovered by Lassell.  
 
There is not space here to discuss all satellite 
discoveries, but a final two are worth 
mentioning. These are the satellites of Mars, 
discovered by Asaph Hall (1829-1907) in 1877. He 
used the 26” refractor at the US Naval 
Observatory in Washington DC.  

Like the discovery of Triton, but unlike many of 
the previous discoveries, this was a deliberate 
attempt to find satellites. There had been 
previous unsuccessful attempts. Mars was at 
perihelic opposition at this time. Deimos was 
discovered first on the 11th of August and Phobos 
was discovered six days later. Hall himself gave 
them these names. Among those who observed 
Deimos shortly after its discovery was Wentworth 
Erck of Ireland who made an estimate of its 
diameter of 14 miles (with a large degree of 
uncertainty). It is now known to be rather smaller 
and irregular in shape with an approximate 
diameter of 12 kilometres.  
 
As of late 2010 approximately 170 planetary 
satellites are known or suspected, most of them 
are discoveries from spacecraft such as Voyager, 
Gailieo and Cassini. In addition, the increasing 
use of photography in the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries made satellite discovery from Earth 
rather more straightforward than previously at 
the eyepiece. Today in the early 21st century 
these early discoveries are no longer just points 
of light but rather bodies whose surfaces have 
been imaged in detail by the aforementioned 
spacecraft, fittingly honouring Galileo, Cassini 
and also Huygens. 
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In 1965-’66, the astronomy magazine Sky and 
Telescope published a list, comprising 105 
items, of the “Finest Objects” in the sky north 
of declination 40° S.  The list (of “deep sky” 
objects, only) had been drawn up by James Mul-
vaney and Wallace McCall of Allegheny Observa-
tory, whose intention was to have a handy 
“short list” from which to select objects for 
showing to visitors.  I mention it here in order 
to point out that, of the 105 objects chosen, no 
less than 12 belonged to the rather neglected 
class of planetary nebula.  (The full “Finest Ob-
jects” list may be found as Appendix V to my 
“History of the Irish Astronomical Society”.) 
 
The term “Finest Object” must, to be sure, be 
understood in context, especially nowadays 
when we are bombarded by all sorts of spec-
tacular images on our cinema and TV screens as 
well as on the printed page.   When we view an 
object that is at “deep-sky” distance we are, by 
definition, looking at something that is ex-
tremely distant and which can be seen only by 
our picking up some few of the photons of light 
that the object emitted a very long time ago 
and which have been dispersing through the 
cosmos ever since.   Nevertheless, though the 
object may not look spectacular in the modern 
sense of the term, there is a special satisfac-
tion in seeing the object itself and not a repre-
sentation (often artificially enhanced) on a 
screen or in a book.  As Robert Burnham stated 
in the introduction to his Celestial Handbook: 
“The masterworks of the heavens belong to him 
(the amateur astronomer) as much as to the 
great observatories of the world; and there is 
no privilege like that of being allowed to stand 
in the presence of the original.”    
 
Planetary nebulae have nothing to do with plan-
ets.  The term was coined by William Herschel 
because they reminded him of the small discs 
of planets as seen through a telescope. They 
demonstrate what is probably the most readily 
observed phase of stellar evolution, when the 
core of a star of between one and eight solar 
masses has come to the end of its store of nu-
clear fuel (hydrogen, helium, etc.) and starts to 
shrink under its own gravity. The resulting com-
pression of the core material makes it very hot 
and the pressure of its intense ultra-violet ra-
diation pushes the top layers of the star out-
wards into space. This material, while still in 

   Enjoying the Planetaries 

      by James O’Connor 

the general vicinity of the parent star, forms what 
we call a planetary nebula.  We can see the mate-
rial because it continues to receive radiation from 
the star, radiation that excites its atoms and 
causes them to emit light. Eventually, after some 
30,000 to 50,000 years of dispersal, the material 
becomes so attenuated as to be indistinguishable 
from the interstellar medium and it ceases to be 
visible.  
 
The phenomenon of planetary nebulae is not just 
a curiosity.  It is an important part of the great 
cosmic recycling processes that provide material 
for future generations of stars and planets. The 
manner of formation of planetary nebulae is a 
comparatively gentle process.  It should not be 
confused with the violent explosions that cause 
“novae” and “supernovae”; these events are very 
important, too, in that they produce the heavy 
elements and scatter them through space, but 
they do not concern us here. 
 
The spectra of nebulae are quite unlike those of 
stars.  The spectra of stars are typically a continu-
ous band of colour crossed by dark absorption 
lines caused by the absorption of light at discrete 
wavelengths by the various elements; those of 
nebulae comprise bright lines, only.  Conse-
quently, if we are in any doubt as to whether an 
object is a nebula or a star, we have only to ex-
amine its spectrum.  I found this necessary on a 
number of occasions.  In a typical planetary neb-
ula, the emission lines come mainly from excited 
atoms of hydrogen, helium, carbon, oxygen, nitro-
gen, and neon.  
 
Two of the most prominent lines of nebular spec-
tra were a puzzle to astronomers for more than 
sixty years; they could not be reproduced in any 
laboratory on Earth and were ascribed to an 
“unknown” element nebulium.  We now know that 
they, and other similar lines, termed forbidden 
lines, are due to possible, but very unlikely, tran-
sitions in the atom. The unlikeliness is cancelled 
in some extreme conditions, such as the extreme 
tenuity of the material of a nebula, allowing the 
emission of the lines.  The two lines that gave rise 
to the puzzlement are in fact due to forbidden 
transitions within oxygen atoms.   
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NGC 7662 planetary nebula in Andromeda.  
 

Imaged by Liam Smyth. 

 
While, as stated, the spectra of planetary nebulae 
consist essentially of bright emission lines only, 
many of them also show a faint continuous spec-
trum; this may be caused in part by the light of in-
cluded stars but it is mainly due to what is known 
as the two quantum continuum.  This happens 
when a hydrogen atom, sufficiently excited to emit 
a photon at the Lyman α line at λ 1216 Å, emits, 
not, a single photon, but two photons totalling in 
energy that of the λ 1216 Å photon. 
 
The sky contains planetary nebulae at various 
stages of development and decay.  As mentioned, 
they have a lifetime of some 30,000 to 50,000 
years.  This, while very short in relation to the life-
times of stars, is very long as compared with a hu-
man lifetime.  However, while we cannot live long 
enough to observe a planetary live out its career, 
we can discover what a typical “life” is like by 
studying nebulae at various stages of development.  
The largest planetary that I have seen is NGC 7293 
(the Helix) in Aquarius. It is of magnitude 7.3 and 
has a diameter of nearly half that of the moon.  It 
looks very impressive in long-exposure photographs 
but its very low surface brightness makes it diffi-
cult to see unless the background sky is quite dark. 
A good binocular or small telescope is the best in-
strument to use. Three planetaries on my 
“observed” list were so small that they seemed ab-
solutely stellar and required the use of the spec-
troscope for positive identification.  These were 
NGC 6807 in Aquila, NGC 6833 in Cygnus and PK 51 
+9.1 (also known as Humason 2 -1) in Hercules.  
The two with NGC numbers were both magnitude 
14 but PK 51 +9.1 was magnitude 11.5.  The pair 
designated as being of magnitude 14 looked 
brighter than that – more about this anon. 
 
Since planetary nebulae represent only a relatively 
transient phase in stellar evolution, they are very 
few in number compared to stars.  In the 
“Catalogue of Deep-Sky Objects” by Luginbuhl and 
Skiff, there are some 1500 galaxies but only 84 
planetary nebulae.  Like the stars themselves they 
are concentrated towards the Milky Way. 
 
The ease, or lack of it, with which the central stars 
of planetaries can be detected varies enormously.  
In some cases, they are obvious; in others, impossi-
ble; and there is every stage in between.  The visi-
bility of the central star depends on a number of 
factors, the chief of which is its own temperature.  
If the temperature is very high, it ionises so many 
atoms in the nebula that the resulting fluorescence 
is so great as to blot out the star. 

 
Planetary nebulae are small and discrete enough 
to be assigned magnitudes, i.e., statements of 
their brightness, in the same manner as stars.  
However, they are not stars and so these magni-
tudes should be used with a certain caution.  
There is good news and bad news here.  The good 
news is that the nebulae often look as much as a 
magnitude brighter than their “official” magni-
tude.  This happens because of the particular sen-
sitivity of the dark-adapted eye to the green and 
blue area of the spectrum where many nebulae 
have strong emission lines.  The bad news is that, 
since nebulae are extended objects and not 
points of light like the stars, the available light is 
spread over a certain area of sky and the object 
consequently looks fainter than it would if con-
centrated into a single point object like a star. 
 
While planetaries are normally circular or ellipti-
cal in outline, some possess quite weird shapes.  
These shapes are generally “blamed” on the pres-
ence of one or more companion stars that inter-
fere with the orderly development of the nebula.  
However, these strange shapes only become evi-
dent in photographs and, the telescopic view will 
not usually reveal anything of them.  
 
So much for the facts about planetaries.  Now 
let’s see about enjoying them.  As mentioned at 
the start, twelve of them were classed as “finest 
objects” by Mulvaney and McCall.  This selection 
is obviously a good place to start.  They are listed 
below.  It goes almost without saying that one 
should, as far as possible, choose a time when 
the object is at a good altitude, the air is trans-
parent and the moon is absent. 
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The data is set out as follows: First, the NGC number of the nebula, then, in capitals, an indication of 
the constellation, then the object’s Right Ascension and Declination, then its magnitude  (according to 
Luginbuhl and Skiff), then its size (according to Robert Burnham), then its name, if any, and, finally, 
some notes on how the object appeared to me. 
 
 
1535    ERI       R.A. 4h  14.3m.,  Dec. -12°  45’, Mag. 9.6,  20”x 17”; gorgeous, light blue, high surface 
brightness, central star suspected. 
 
2392    GEM     R.A. 7h  29.2m.,  Dec. +20°  55’, Mag. 9.2,  diam. 40”; bright with conspicuous 
(magnitude 10) central star; unable to discern the “clown face” that appears on photographs.  
 
3242    HYD     R.A. 10h  24.8m.,  Dec. -18°  38’, Mag. 7.8,  45”x 36”; attractive light blue, distinctly 
oval; I could get a hint of the likeness to an eye that appears in photographs.  
    
6210    HER     R.A. 16h  44.5m.,  Dec. +23°  48’, Mag. 8.8,  20”x 16”; bright, blue, slightly oval, fuzzy 
edges. 
 
6543    DRA    R.A.  17h  58.6m.,  Dec. +66°  38’, Mag. 8.1,  22”x 16”; located very close to the north 
pole of the ecliptic; bright, blue; famous as the object that enabled William Huggins to prove (by rea-
son of the bright-line spectrum) that nebulae are quite different from stars)  When I examined it in a 
spectroscope, I found a very bright line in the blue and a faint one in the red.  A faint continuous spec-
trum was also seen. 
 
6572    OPH    R.A. 18h  12.1m.,  Dec. +6°  52’, Mag. 8.1,  15”x 12”; very bright and with a more “fiery” 
blue that I have seen in the spectrum of any other nebula. 
 
6720= M 57    LYR     R.A. 18h  53.6m.,  Dec. +33°  02’, Mag. 8.8,  80”x 60”; The ‘Ring Nebula’; splendid; 
I was able to see a fair amount of detail in the “ring”, namely, filaments and bright edges. 
 
6818    SGR     R.A.   19h  44.0m.,  Dec. -14°  09’, Mag. 9.3,  22”x 15”; blue-green; similar to NGC 6543. 
 
6826    CYG    R.A.    19h  44.8m.,  Dec. +50°  31’, Mag. 8.8,  diam. 25”; The so-called “blinking neb-
ula”, arising  from the way in which it seems to blink out when one concentrates on the central star 
rather than the nebula.  I could see the effect but was able to discern the nebula either way.   
 
6853= M 27   VUL     R.A. 19h  59.6m.,  Dec. +22°  43’, Mag. 8.1,  8’x 5’; The ‘Dumbbell Nebula’; a strik-
ing object, though of low surface brightness; with a power of x200, it looked like a little white cloud 
with fadings at the SE and NW edges.  It is this faintness at the sides that gives the object its title. 
 
7009   AQR     R.A. 21h  04.2m.,  Dec. -11  22’, Mag. 8.0,  diam. 25”; The ‘Saturn Nebula’; I could make 
out, faintly, the appendages at each side which are responsible for the object’s title. 
 
7662   AND    R.A. 23h  25.9m.,  Dec. +42  33’, Mag. 8.3,  diam. 30”; remarkably bright;  I could see its 
“doughnut” shape by glimpses. 

Many of the listed objects can be well observed under conditions of moderate light pollution but, natu-
rally, the darker your sky, the better they will look.  To be sure, there is much in the eye and mind of 
the beholder.  I have described NGC 6853 – the “Dumbbell” – above as looking like “a little white 
cloud” – a description not likely to instil great eagerness in a prospective observer. However, I still  
vividly remember the great joy that filled me when viewing it on a balmy night in August 1966.  Favour-
able factors combined, it is true: conditions were near perfect and it was my first try-out of a freshly 
aluminised 25-cm mirror.  Yet, the fact remains that the sighting of a “little white cloud” lost in the 
vastnesses of the Galaxy produced an effect that I will never forget. 
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Astronomy?  In Ireland?  Are We Mad? 
by Liam Smyth 

All I wanted was half an hour, a mere thirty 
minutes of dark sky. But no. Despite a promising 
forecast, the night was another dreary 
disappointment. Not that it could have been 
really good, because there was a large gibbous 
moon capable of blotting out all but the brightest 
stars. But again, that's how it is in Ireland. For 
some obscure reason any clear nights we get 
usually come with a large Moon. 
 
I wanted ten minutes to set up my telescope and 
camera, do necessary calibration and then take a 
twenty minute guided exposure of a planetary 
nebula. Although at any one time most of the sky 
was clear, clouds drifted across, seeming 
perversely to cover my target. After two aborted 
efforts, I managed a clear three minute interval 
during which I calibrated the telescope drive. But 
alas, a twenty minute exposure was out of the 
question, the camera losing out to passing cloud 
every few minutes. Then the sky clouded over 
completely and I wearily abandoned my project. 
 
Not for the first time, I wondered why I 
bothered. Astronomy appeals to those of us who 
like exploring the universe around us, and who 
like possessing and using the beautiful optical 
instruments which enable us to see wonders 
otherwise hidden. But the universe is 
everywhere, not just over our heads. There is a 
universe of sorts in every drop of pond water 
teeming with life. Why not study that universe 
with a top quality microscope costing less than an 
average telescope? Watch Paramecium aurelia 
glide regally through the field, marvel at the  
beautiful designs of tiny micro-organisms such as 
Radiolarians and Diatoms, see the little  barrel 
shaped Coleps swallow an Amoeba at one gulp. 
Clouds will never bother the observer.  One can 
have a regular good night's sleep. There is always 
a new source to examine. One is more likely to 
discover a new species than a new comet. 
Despite the best efforts of developers and "you 
can't eat the scenery" type farmers we still have 
many unspoilt habitats in Ireland. 
 
I fancy I can see you nodding "Yes, but.....", and 
it’s a big but. Undeniably such a pursuit is 
interesting, even absorbing. But where is the 
cosmic grandeur? There's the rub. We have been 
smitten by the divine Urania and we are for ever 
in thrall. It could have been when we stood 
awestruck under a velvet star filled sky.  

It could have been a chance view of a planet, 
star cluster or coloured binary through a 
telescope. It could have been an article in a 
magazine or newspaper that resonated with some 
deep hunger within us and set our soul racing. 
Whatever it was, we are doomed to a lifetime of 
looking out for that night of crystal clear sky, 
listening to every weather forecast, drooling over 
adverts in the astronomy magazines and always 
sleeping with one eye open.  And then when one 
clouded out week follows another and another, 
there are the shocking withdrawal symptoms. 
Indeed, astronomy in Ireland is not for the faint 
hearted. 
 
Like most addictions, ours has been freely 
chosen. If there were health implications we 
would have support groups funded by the HSE or 
NHS. But the iconic Rev. T. W. Webb dismissed 
the health issue well over a century ago:-  
 
"With due precautions as to dress, nothing need 
be feared from 'night air': that prejudice is fully 
confuted by the well-known longevity of 
astronomers, even of such as have habitually 
protracted their watchings 'Till the dappled dawn 
doth rise'". 
 
I am thinking of the general run of amateurs. 
Professional astronomers and indeed some 
technically advanced amateurs have relatively 
little exposure to 'night air'. They sit in their 
warm studios in front of computer screens, 
commanding robotic telescopes across the lawn 
or across the world. The rest of us on a clear dark 
cold night are to be found, singly or huddled in 
groups, standing,  sitting, kneeling or crouching 
at the eyepiece, frozen fingers fiddling with 
fiddly controls,   tears streaming from wind 
blasted eyes. We must stick to our post because 
there might not be another clear night for a 
month. Despite the myriad images and 
descriptions of such as M42, we must have our 
own distinct record. Or we need that fix through 
our irises of our own personal bundle of photons, 
born in a distant galaxy and sent on their way to 
us aeons before dinosaurs began.  
 
So to address the questions posed in the title. Are 
we mad? Yes. Are we in Ireland? Yes. Do we want 
to do astronomy? A mad emphatic Yes! 
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You are invited to join the  
Irish Astronomical Society 

 
Name        _____________________________________  
 
Telephone _____________________________________   
  
Address      _____________________________________ 
        
                 _____________________________________ 
 
                 _____________________________________  
 
E-mail       _____________________________________ 
 
 How did you hear about Sky-High and/or the IAS ?         
 
                _____________________________________ 

The Irish Astronomical  Society 
 c/o 146 Santry Close, 

 Santry, Dublin 9, Ireland. 
 

Current membership rates: Full . . €30   Concession . . €20   
                                           Family . . €40 
 
Please sent remittances to The Treasurer at the above  
address.      
 
See http://www.irishastrosoc.org/ and follow the link to 
‘Membership’ for more details. 

                                (Sky-High 2011)   
 
  Please photocopy this form 

                  Useful Web Sites 
General 
 
Sky-High  
link from http://www.irishastrosoc.org 
or http://www.variablestarnights.net 
 
IAS (with details of meetings and events): 
http://www.irishastrosoc.org 
 
IFAS forum 
http://www.irishastronomy.org/ 
 
British Astronomical Association: 
http://britastro.org/baa/ 
 
Guide 8 
http://www.projectpluto.com 
 
NASA Eclipse site (F. Espenak):  
http://sunearth.gsfc.nasa.gov/eclipse/ 
 
Variable Star Nights (J.O’Neill’s website): 
http://www.variablestarnights.net 
 
Variable Star  
 
AAVSO: 
http://www.aavso.org 
(They are celebrating their centenary this year) 
 
AAVSO Variable Star Plotter: 
http://www.aavso.org/vsp/ 
 
BAA V.S.S.:  
http://www.britastro.org/vss/ 
 
Citizen Sky: 
http://www.citizensky.org/ 
 
Asteroids 
 
Charts of Brighter Asteroids (RASNZ): 
http://www.rasnz.org.nz/Asteroids2011.htm 
 
Comets 
 
BAA/SPA Comet Section:  
http://www.ast.cam.ac.uk/~jds/ 
 
Irish Star parties 
 
Galway      http://galwayastronomyclub.ie/ 
Cosmos      http://www.tullamoreastronomy.com/ 
Burren       http://www.shannonsideastronomyclub.com/ 
Whirlpool  http://www.birrcastle.com/ 

Where non-members can get Sky-High 2011: 
 
1. Available for sale in Eason‘s, O’Connell St, Dublin 1. 
(at the cover price). 
 
2. By post to “Sky-High 2011”, c/o 146 Santry Close,  
Santry, Dublin 9. Please add €1 to the cover price for 
p & p. 
 
3. At our meetings in the early part of the year.  

Irish Astronomical Society – A History 
 
207 pages with illustrations and appendices. Priced at 
€10. Available at meetings. 
   
Available by post directly from the Author, at 90 Acorn 
Road, Dundrum, Dublin 16 (Phone 01-2980181). Please 
add €2 to the €10 to cover p & p. 
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Front Cover:  Pegasus galaxies NGC 7332 (at right) and NGC 7339. NGC 7332 is a 12th magnitude lenticular galaxy, and NGC 7339 is a 
13th magnitude barred-spiral. 11th October 2010. I hr exposure with a ST7 CCD camera on a 23.5 cm SCT telescope. 
Image taken by Liam Smyth in Dublin 4. 
 
1:  Partial Lunar Eclipse of 11th July 2011 at 11:38 UT. ¼ second exposure at ISO800. 70mm refractor. Image from Tahiti by J.O’Neill. 
 
2:  Global image of Mercury, taken by the MESSENGER probe in September 2009 (NASA). 
 
3:  The Southern Lunar Highlands with a good libration of the Mare Australe. Image by John O’Neill on 15th November 2010. 
1/30 sec exposure at ISO200. 

Gallery 
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The Mare Australe 
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